Illusory continuity of interrupted speech: speech rate determines durational limits.
Deleted segments of speech can be restored perceptually if they are replaced by a louder noise. An earlier study of this "phonemic restoration effect" found that, when recorded discourse was interrupted periodically by noise, the durational limit for illusory continuity corresponded to the average word duration. The present study employed a different passage of discourse recorded by a different speaker. Durational limits for apparent continuity of discourse interrupted by noise were measured at the normal (original) playback speed, as well as at rates that were 15% greater and 15% less. At the normal playback rate, once again the limit of continuity approximated the average word duration--but of especial interest was the finding that changes in playback rate produced proportional changes in continuity limits. These results, together with other evidence, suggest that phonemic restorations represent a special linguistic application of a general auditory mechanism (auditory induction) producing appropriate syntheses of obliterated sounds, and that for discourse the limits of illusory continuity correspond to a fixed amount of verbal information, and not a fixed temporal value.